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Overview
If you are thinking about “going virtual” for the first time to either replace or
enhance a trade show, conference or exhibition, you need a playbook to guide
you. This eBook will present you with a virtual event strategy, give you a reallife example of how that strategy was executed, and show you the technology
strategy used to automate the process with Cloud Conventions.
Virtual Events Come In
All Shapes & Sizes

Virtual events are not just a series of
webinars. They are multi-faceted online
experiences for both attendees, speakers
and sponsors. Virtual events can take the
place of live trade shows, annual
meetings, conferences, town halls,
product launches, sales kick offs and more.
Or a virtual event can complement a live
event to provide extended reach,
education and content before during or
after the live event.

The Virtual Event Environment

Virtual events take place within a highly interactive, online environment with rich content,
opportunities to interact, virtual sessions accessible to an audience that has registered to attend and
attendee opportunities to meet and interact with each other. Many virtual events are funded by
sponsors and exhibitors in return for virtual booths or other promotional opportunities. Virtual
events engage attendees in a variety of ways, ranging from scheduled meetings, chat, networking
lounges or filling out forms or surveys.
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Benefits of a Virtual Event
Virtual events have now emerged as a viable alternative
to live events because they can be executed and
attended without the risk or expense of travel.
Organizations that depend on event revenue can keep
that revenue flowing regardless of any disruption that
makes travel not feasible. Organizations can use
automation to plan, organize and execute virtual events
delivering a great experience.

Attendees

Exhibitors/Sponsors

Find new companies
with services relevant to
their business

Find new sellers to buy,
sell or refer customers
to services

Bring back creative
ideas to attract or retain
customers

Measurable ROI by
engaging attendees &
capturing contact
information

Receive promotion,
spiffs or virtual swag
only available at the
show

Raise brand awareness
with continuous
longer-term promotion

View content online and
on demand 24 X 7
during and after the
event.

Efficient spend on event
and marketing budget.
No travel and less staff
time required
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Planning an Event
The pre-event planning phase is critical to the success of a
virtual event much in the same way as if the event were
live. Focus the event around a theme or a mission,
determine the audience, decide how the event will be
funded, the type of content delivered, and the ROI and
success metrics.
Give yourself enough lead time to execute your plan.
Physical events require years, virtual events need months

Key Strategy Questions to Ask Yourself
What are the key objectives of the event?
Is your event designed to generate leads? For
training and education? For member
engagement? The answer will help you
determine the right event design.
What is the target audience?
Because the event is virtual you have the
flexibility of having multiple target audiences.
Will the event be focused on external or internal
attendees?
What is your sponsor/exhibitor strategy?
If you plan to have sponsors and exhibitors, what
ROI will you deliver to them for participating and
how does that translate into revenue.
What is your content strategy?
Attendees need to have a rich content
experience that can be delivered by external
speakers, members of your organization, or
vendors and sponsors. How do you make your
content diverse and interesting and how will it
be delivered?
What metrics will make this event a success?
Is it number of attendees? Leads generated?
Time spent in the environment? Revenue?
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Cloud Conventions 2020
The Largest Virtual Event in Telecom/Cloud

Here is how the recent Cloud Conventions
2020 virtual trade show for the
telecom/cloud channel planned their virtual
event strategy in the spring of 2020.
Cloud Conventions Strategy
Theme

“Get Business Back On Track”
following COVID-19

Audience

30,000 VARs, MSPs, Agents, IT
Services Providers, Vendors.
Attendance was free

Sponsors

Virtual booth exhibitors, gold,
platinum & diamond sponsors.
Deliver ROI through attendee
interactions and engagement.

Content
Strategy

30-minute sessions with content
on business growth, leadership,
vertical market strategies. 45minute keynotes and vendor
sessions

ROI &
Success
Metrics

Attendance numbers, calls to
action, sponsorship revenue,
audience engagement
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Promote the Event
Promote your event early, use a variety of methods to
reach your audience, and deliver multiple outreaches to
generate the audience you want to attract. Plan your
event at least 90 days out and begin marketing 60 days in
advance to generate interest and excitement and the
maximum number of registered attendees.

Use A Multi-faceted Approach To Promote The Event And Boost Attendance
Go Social
Implement a social media strategy using tools
such as LinkedIn, Twitter and Facebook to
promote your event.

Cloud Conventions 2020
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Create Hashtags
Create a hashtag (#) for the event so the
audience can find it on social media. Add
industry hashtags to increase who sees it.
Execute a drip email marketing campaign
Reach out via email with different messages to
stimulate audience interest. Once someone has
registered, take them out of the loop but
encourage them to share the event with others.
Offer incentives
Combine registration with an industry poll or
survey and offer incentives or prizes to engage or
register early.
Collaborate with partners and sponsors
Ask your sponsors and partners to help you get
the word out on their social media, in email or in
the press. Give them a guide with links to your
social media and all hashtags you want them to
use.
Get active the week before
Send reminders to registered attendees and
those not yet registered to let them know it’s not
too late to join.
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Manage Registrations & Attendees
Make it easy for someone to register and then use
automation to manage attendee data, communicate
automatically with those that have registered and keep
them engaged before, during and after the virtual
event.

Simplify & Automate the Process to Register and Manage Attendees
Keep the registration form short and simple
Cloud Conventions allows you to pre-approve
registrations or accept them automatically.
Attendees set their login and password and
receive a customized welcome email.

Notify, Remind, Engage
Notifications alert attendees or remind them
to login or attend a session. Use Cloud
Conventions’ message library for newsletters,
emails and drip campaigns.

Use the CRM to hold attendee data
Cloud Conventions has a customized CRM to hold
registration data on each attendee. Add
additional fields for the attendee to fill out from
their dashboard to give you more information on
them.

Customize attendee dashboards
Cloud Conventions has customized attendee
dashboard with text, graphics or videos for
promotional messages. Add links to
attendee personal calendars, agenda, sessions,
networking lounges and virtual booth
directories.

Welcome to Cloud Conventions 2020
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Deliver ROI to Sponsors
Virtual events provide an outstanding opportunity for
sponsors and exhibitors to engage your audience to
elevate brand awareness, develop direct relationships with
attendees, generate leads and create calls to action.
Sponsorships and exhibitor fees provide you a way to
defray the cost of the event and generate revenue.

Offer Sponsors A Variety Of Ways To Promote Themselves
Create sponsorship packages
Sell silver, gold, platinum and diamond
sponsorship packages with varying degrees of
promotional opportunities at each level.

Offer sponsored and featured sessions
Allow your sponsors to conduct their own
virtual session or sponsor other speakers with a
quick advertisement to kick off the session.

Offer advertising placements
Cloud Conventions has banner ads, directory
listings and ad placements inside the attendee
dashboard. Tie placements to the sponsorship
levels.

Deliver promotional incentives for attendees
Sponsors participate in a virtual swag bag for
attendees. Cloud Conventions lets sponsors
award points to attendees that can be
redeemed for gift cards or merchandise.

Offer pre & post show promotion
Cloud Conventions sends out emails to
attendees pre and post show highlighting the
sponsor. Deliver press releases and offer to do
video interviews and promote them to
attendees.

Create an engaging virtual booth
The Cloud Conventions virtual booth has a
custom header, web pages, banners, text &
graphics section & unlimited content.
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Deliver Outstanding Content
Select interesting speakers, engaging subjects, and
themes that resonate with your audience. Invite
industry experts, customers, and preferably at least one
high-profile speaker who can draw a crowd. Limit each
session to 30 minutes or less so it is consumable for an
online experience. Record each session so that
attendees that missed the session can consume it later.

Use Cloud Conventions to manage
speakers and sessions.
Create Speaker profiles for each speaker
with videos, content posts and links to
their websites.
Manage Sessions with event posts and
session registrations. Events are added to
attendee calendars with text & email
reminders.
Organize Agenda Pages & Directories for
sessions on the home page and in
attendee dashboards.
Record Sessions for later viewing and
additional content posts supplemented
the information in each session.
Cloud Conventions Virtual Event Playbook
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Manage Speakers & Sessions
Making sure that virtual sessions go off flawlessly
requires planning and speaker management. Create a
planning schedule to see all sessions at a glance,
communicate your expectations to speakers, help
familiarize them with the technology, and make sure to
have a moderator from your team on hand to keep the
sessions moving.

Adapt Your Sessions And Train Speakers For A Virtualized Environment
Keep sessions shorter
Virtual event sessions should be no longer than 30
minutes to hold an attendee’s attention in a
virtualized environment.
Add variety to each session
Sessions can have Q&A, panel discussions,
streamed videos and polling to make them more
interactive and interesting.

Consider investing in a microphone and
headset to improve audio quality.

Pick webinar technology carefully
Pay attention to features and functionality along
with capacity. Choose between informal platforms,
those that stream to large audiences, or webinar
services with enhanced features.
Prepare ahead
Let speakers know well in advance what to expect
from them and how to prepare for their session
including their audio and video technology.
Ask for a practice session
Consider doing a dry run to familiarize your
speakers with the plan and process and technology.

Invest in a ring light to shine in front of
your computer screen. Try Amazon.
(The pros use them!)

Moderate and manage each session
Add your own moderator to a session to introduce
the speaker, manage Q&A, and resolve any issues if
they arise.
Download a virtual background for your
Zoom calls. (West Elm)
Cloud Conventions Virtual Event Playbook
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Engage Your Attendees
The most memorable virtual events must provide
interactive experiences, opportunities to connect and
network, have prizes and giveaways, and calls to
action for attendees to express their opinion, interest
in a sponsor, or feedback about the event.

Cloud Conventions offers opportunities for interaction & engagement
Networking Lounges
Set up networking lounges and create them
around different topics. Attendees get a forum
digest email to keep up with the conversation.
Live Chat Rooms
Add live chat rooms to virtual booths for attendees
to jump in and out to interact with booth
managers.

Cloud Conventions has discussion forums
serving as attendee networking lounges.

Virtual Swag
Add a “swag bag” in the attendee dashboard filled
with giveaways & materials from event sponsors.
Scheduled Meetings
Add interactive meeting calendars inside the
virtual booth to schedule meetings during and
after the event.
Use Forms for Calls to Action
Add forms for attendees to fill out to ask for a
demo, for a meeting, to be contacted or to take a
poll.
CloudPoints™
Encourage your sponsors to sign up for the
CloudPoints platform to reward attendees for
visiting their booth, signing up for a lead,
downloading content or just stopping by. Establish
levels of sponsorship to correspond with levels of
CloudPoints participation.
Cloud Conventions Virtual Event Playbook

Virtual booths have live chat and meeting
calendars for attendees.

Invite sponsors to host a cocktail party and
stream the event live to chat with guests.
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After Event Strategy
When you switch from live to on-demand, the event
content can remain available for as long as needed to give
you and your sponsors incremental promotion and a
higher ROI. Refresh content with new material to draw
additional attendees, energize your space and keep your
organization relevant. Restart your event at a later date to
correspond with other events.

Cloud Conventions Offers Continuous Access To Content & Sponsors.
Recorded Sessions
All live sessions should be recorded so they can
be posted on the Cloud Conventions platform to
watch on demand 24 X 7.
Message Library
Send automated newsletters with links back to
content and recorded speaker sessions. Use the
Conduct™ email campaign service to re-promote
the event.

Attendees can rate sessions or content
during and after the event.

Discussion Forums
Turn networking lounges into discussion forums
to keep attendees engaged even longer. Forum
digest emails can be sent to update attendees.
Unlimited Content
Encourage sponsors to add more content to their
virtual booth and re-engage attendees with
articles, case studies and videos.

Survey attendees during and after the
show and publish the results.

Use Forms for Calls to Action
If attendees fill out forms after the event, the
show host or sponsor is automatically notified by
email.
Analytics
The Cloud Conventions platform continues to
track all attendee activity and reports on content
they viewed, forms they filled out, or sessions
they watched.
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Summary

Cloud Conventions from Convey Services
info@conveyservices.com
888-975-1382

Virtual events may be easier to attend than physical events but require a well thought strategy and
project plan. Think through the event’s mission and goals, the type of attendees to attract, how to
deliver great content and an engaging experience and ways to value for sponsors and revenue for
you. Consider using Cloud Conventions as your all-in-one platform to promote, manage and
deliver the perfect virtual event.

Benefits of Cloud Conventions
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Easy to manage
No programming skills required
Generates sponsor revenue
Comes online quickly
Engages attendees
Automates processes
Spotlights sponsors
Automates marketing outreach
Built-in Incentive Rewards
Demonstrates ROI
Cost efficient & affordable

Attendees

Virtual Booths

Speakers & Sessions

Analytics

Attendee registration,
CRM, dashboards,
reports, forums

Branded, web pages,
banners, content, live
chat, meeting
calendars and forms.

Session registration,
speaker profiles and
management, texts
and automated
reminders

Track activity for
attendees to
demonstrate ROI to
sponsors and
exhibitors

Outreach

Networking

Giveaways

API

Email marketing
campaigns,
newsletters,
notifications, and text
reminders

Networking lounges,
live chat, face-to-face
video, linked calendars
to schedule meetings

Virtual Swag bags,
award points for prizes
for attendee
engagement

Connect other portals
to
Cloud Conventions to
automate registration
and attendees.
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